**OPTA 2017 PAIN SYMPOSIUM**

[CLICK HERE](#) to register today for this exciting event!

---

**Date**
Saturday, September 30 and Sunday, October 1, 2017

**Schedule of Events**

**Saturday**
- Registration - 8:30 to 9:00 am
- Presentations - 9:00 am to noon
- OPTA's Fall Business Meeting - noon to 1:30 pm, includes a boxed lunch
- Presentations - 1:30 to 5:00 pm

**Sunday**
- Registration - 8:30 to 9:00 am
- Presentations - 9:00 am to 1:30 pm

**Location**
OHSU Hospital - 8th Floor, Room 8B60 3181
SW Sam Jackson Park Rd.
Portland, OR 97239

OR

Attend remotely via a live webcast. You can attend this event from anywhere you have high speed internet access!

**Presentations**
The OPTA continuing education committee is excited to offer two days of comprehensive pain education. Attendees will enjoy a variety of educational sessions throughout the two day event:

- Understanding Pain: What It Is, What It Isn't, & Why This Matters presented by Kevin Cuccaro, MD
- Changing the Conversation about Pain presented by Nora Stern, MSPT
- The neurophysiological basis of chronic pain presented by David Hanscom, MD
- MI, Metaphors and Stories presented by Sharna Prasad, PT
• Recalibration of Pain presented by Dan Kang PT, DPT
• Scope of Practice Panel Presentation
• MMAPS (Movement, Mindfulness, and Pain Science) presented by Veronica Moresi, PT, DPT
• Trans-disciplinary Pain Care Panel Presentation

CE Hours
9

Registration Fees
PTs, PTAs and Other Healthcare Professionals - $199
Students - $99